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A test to see which scripts are covered by a font. The English text in this document is set in Liberation Sans. As before, this is Article 1 of the UDHR.

Source:
http://www.tracom.de/udhr/#ory.html

Numbers have the most significant digit at the left, using their own digits.

Oriya, or Odia

୦୧୨୩୪୫୬୭୮୯

ସବସମନ୍ଷଜ୍ଞନ୍କାଳସେଧିନଏବଂସେମାନସେମାନ୍ମଯ୍ୟାଦାଏବଂସେମାନ୍ଖାବିେବକନିହିତଅଛିଏବଂସେମାନ୍ପରିତିନାତିଭାବେପାଷଣକରିକାଯସେମାନଟରାକେଦା।